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... From the Executive Director
Julia Dewev Rupkalvis

The focus of this column is and will be resources for our
membership. There are many organizations that provide
services and funding for the types of work we tend to
choose. If you have any resources you'd like to see
included in a future column, or need additional information at any time, feel
free to email me at ExecDir@safd.org. Stay safe!
This issue I'll focus on The Actors' Fund of America. With offices in New York,
Los Angeles, and Chicago, The Actors' Fund provides services for all entertainment professionals in film, television, radio, theatre, dance, and music.
The Actors' Fund Human Services Department offers a wide range of
social services to working professionals, persons with AIDS, seniors and
the disabled and others in need of help. In addition, emergency financial
grants may be provided for essentials such as food, rent and medical care.
The Actors' Work Program offers individual career counseling to union
members to upgrade their interim work and/or develop a second career.
Workshops on job search techniques, resume writing and interviewing are
held regularly. Tuition grants for retraining purposes are awarded nationwide. Special services are available for people living with AIDS returning
to work.
At The Lillian Booth Actors' Home of the Actors' Fund of America in
Englewood, New Jersey, seniors receive high-quality care in beautiful surroundings. At The Aurora, an affordable shared housing residence in
Manhattan, The Fund offers supportive services to persons with AIDS,
seniors and low-income working professionals in the heart of New York
City. The Palm View provides 40 apartments to persons with AIDS in West
Hollywood, California.
The Fund's Actors' Work Program provides comprehensive employment
and training services, including career counseling, training, tuition assistance, and job search and placement support. All members of the Actors'
Work Program are given the guidance and support to develop a
career/education plan that will enable them to find a dignified sideline
career. With offices in New York City and Los Angeles, over 9,000 entertainment industry professionals have utilized the services of the Actors'
Work Program in the past decade, enabling them to sustain a productive
and financially stable life.
The Actors' Work Program provides career counseling, special seminars
in New York and Los Angeles, vocational training, grants and scholarships,
the teaching artist certificate program, special services for entertainers
with HIV/AIDS (AIDS Training and Education Project), reading rooms in
New York City and Los Angeles stocked with educational materials, along
with job search bulletins listing employment opportunities.
Their website can be found at: http://www.actorsfund.org!

The Actor's Fund Locations:
National Headquarters:
The Actor's Fund of America
729 Seventh Ave., 10th Floor
New York, NY 10019
(212) 221-7300
Fax: (212) 764-0238

The Aurora Residence:
New York, NY 10019
(212) 489-2020
Fax: (212) 489-1116

Musician's Assistance Program:
A.F.M. Local 802
322 West 48th St.
New York, NY 10036
(212) 397-4802

Midwestern Region:
The Actor's Fund of America
203 N. Wabash, Suite 2104
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 372-0989
Fax: (312) 372-0272

Western Region:
The Actor's Fund of America
5757 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(323) 933-9244
Fax: (323) 933-7615

The Lillian Booth Actor's Home of
The Actor's Fund of America:
The Actor's Fund of America
Engelwood, NJ 07631
(201) 871-8882
Fax: (201) 871-9511

The Actor's Work Program - NY:
729 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 254-5480
Fax: (212) 921-4295

The Actor's Work Program - LA:
5757 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(323) 933-9244
Fax: (323) 933-7615

The Palm View:
Palm Ave.
West Hollywood, CA
(323) 933-9244
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Michael G. Chin...
...in the Spotlight
By Angela Bonacasa
I began my stage combat training in an Unarmed class under the tutelage of newest Fight Master Michael G. Chin.
During his recent adjudication in Chicago, I had an opportunity to spend some time with him and catch up on life.
Later, Mike was kind enough to take the time out of his schedule to answer some questions. Thanks, Mike, for taking the time out of your busy schedule to answer them all!
Why did you get involved with stage combat?
It kinda fell in my lap. I was studying martial arts (Chinese Wushu) and was a member of Pan Asian Repertory
Theatre in New York. The theatre company got a call from a company called Murder-To-Go. They did murder mysteries, and were looking for an Asian actor who did martial arts and stage combat. I didn't know anything about stage
combat, but I was willing to try. So, I met Steve Vaughan, who was the director/fight choreographer in June 1986. I
got hired and had a great time. Three months later, I did a second murder mystery, where J. Allen Suddeth was the
fight choreographer. That's when I met Allen. Three months after that Pan Asian Rep did a production of Shogun
Macbeth. We hired David Leong as the fight choreographer. I played Donalbain and served as the fight captain.
That's how I met Leong.
How did you get involved with the SAFD?
Back in 1988, after I met Steve Vaughan and David Leong. I started taking classes with Fights R Us: an actor training school in New York run by Suddeth, Rick Sordelet and Richard Raether. Suddeth gave me a flyer for the NSCW,
which was happening in Memphis. I went and got "certified" (yes, back then we said certified) in three out of four
weapons. I passed R&D, Unarmed and Quarterstaff. I failed Broadsword. I deserved to fail broadsword; my partner
and I kinda spun out of control. Back then we had the option of testing in five weapons. The fifth weapon was
smallsword, which back then made absolutely no sense to me.
Compared to everybody else, I got involved in stage combat and the SAFD pretty late in my life. I was in my mid
thirties when I received my first certification.
Can you describe your journey from Actor Combatant to FM?
Wow .. .well, it was a sixteen year journey. As I mentioned, I failed broadsword and deserved to fail, but I knew I
loved this stuff and I wanted to keep at it. I even bought a rapier from AFS which I still have, along with fifty other
swords. After I got certified , I remember asking myself "Now what? What do I do with this?" As an Asian actor, I didn't see much call for R&D and Quarterstaff fighting. Luckily, I was reading the Cutting Edge and I saw a blurb looking
for Journey People for the 1989 NSCW. I applied to the coordinator, David Leong, and got hired. That pretty much
saved my SAFD life. If I didn't journey in 1989, I probably wouldn't be doing this now. Anyway, I guess there weren't
that many qualified actor/combatants, because I applied and journeyed for the 1990 and 1991 NSCWs as well. Then
I got into the 1992 TTW. I fell short, however, and found myself doing "post graduate" work to fulfill my obligations as
a Certified Teacher. In 1993, as part of my probation, I offered to TA at the NSCW at my own expense. Coordinator
Richard Raether was good enough to accept my offer. Serving as a "floating TA" was a great learning experience for
me. Not only did I get to assist a lot, I got to learn the workings of the NSCW. That experience was invaluable and
instrumental in me getting hired as the assistant coordinator to Rat Guinn in 1997. In 1995 I became an FD. That
was the year the FD status was initiated and in 1998 I became the NSCW coordinator.
In 1998 David Woolley, first approached me and asked if I ever thought about being a Fight Master. He planted the
seed.
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Michael G. Chin...in the Spotlight lcontiRUBtll
Why did you decide to become a teacher and choreographer?
To be honest with you, I never considered being a teacher. Back in 1988 when you became an AC, that was it.
There was no advanced level or anything else to move onto except Certified Teacher, so becoming a teacher was
just the next step. To get ready for the 1992 TTW, I persuaded Tisa Chang (who was and still is the Artistic Director
of Pan Asian Rep) to let me teach some stage combat classes for the company and then convinced her to let me
choreograph some shows.

What have you gained (professionally, personally, or both) from your association with the SAFD?
I pretty much owe my livelihood to the SAFD. I didn't have a college degree, but becoming a certified teacher
opened some doors for me. Schools were willing to give me an opportunity to teach because of my SAFD Certified
Teacher recognition. And becoming a CT gave me the motivation to go back to college and get my BA, which I am
very proud to say I received last year.

What experiences do you consider highlights/turning points of your career?
By career, I can only assume you mean Stage Combat career? Without a doubt it would be becoming the NSCW
Coordinator. That position brought me organizational recognition.

What people have been your biggest influences, and why?
That's a tough one. There have been so many. I have to leave it at that, for fear of leaving someone out ;-)

Do you have any advice for the newest members of the SAFD?
Opportunities are presenting themselves more and more. As we increase our number of teachers, it means more
classes and more workshops. I just returned from the Virginia Beach Bash and the Louisiana Crawfish Boil, and was
very happy to see the student turnout. I was also excited to see the innovative classes that our new teachers were
coming up with. So, my advice to new members is to take advantage of these regional workshops.

How do you view your role as the newest member of the College of FMs?
I'm very excited! I like the direction the SAFD is going. It's ironic-I may be the "newest FM", but I'm far from being
the youngest. I'm also the sixth FM to have risen from the ranks of the Actor/combatants, so I view myself as an
integral part of what's happening to make the SAFD better.

What do you see as the role of the College of Fight Masters?
I know there are plans to expand the college to include more FMs; more FMs will only mean better representation of
our members.

What are your plans for the next 5 years?
I enjoy serving as the NSCW Coordinator. I feel that I still have a lot to offer the SAFD, so I would like to continue to
do so. I am proud of the fact that many of my former students are now certified teachers (present company included). I would like to continue to mentor and help them any way I can.

Mike became a Fight Master in early 2005, and is currently serving as NSCW Coordinator. He can be reached at
nscwboss@aol.com. Please check the SAFD website for information on attending the National Stage Combat
Workshops in Las Vegas, NV.
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Rumble in the Rockies vBigger and Better than Ever
On February 18, the staff of the fifth annual Rumble in the Rockies began assembling at the Denver
Performing Arts Center. Staff and Teachers came from Chicago, New York, Seattle, Indiana, Florida, Los
Angeles and North Carolina. After being ferried from the airport by Teaching Assistant Benaiah Anderson,
CT's Paul Steger & John Tovar and Teaching Assistant Darrell Rushton joined CT Geoff "Jefe" Kent, Fight
Master Dale Girard and CT Robert Westley at the Center, where they met the rest of the staff (TA Carol
Roscoe, and Interns Ambrose Ferber, Brynna Jourdan, Kate Dillingham, Maggie Marlin, Melissa Ruchong
and Shauna Beauchamp) tor a brief introduction followed by the Dale and Kent Show. Girard and Jefe took
the staff through an hour long "Fast, Furious, Hard and Sharp" class before everyone paired up with their
TA's and began teaching each other their lesson plans. After another hour or so, everyone retired to the
Red Rocks pub for some nourishment brew-pub style.
The next day saw the 26 participants taken through a wide range of classes, from CT Michelle Ladd's (who
flew in from LA that AM) exciting class on motion-capture fighting to Robert Westley's "Running into Things"
(If you have never had Westley throw you over a table; you should). Other exciting classes were FM
Girard's "Stockyard Single Sword" which taught student some of the old-school, Paddy Crane style stock
choreographic phrases, Paul Steger's "Beat 'em and Burn 'em Broadsword" which took a short choreographic phrase and broke all the standard patterns of Broadsword Choreography, and Geoff Kent's class on
gun safety, "Bang, Bang You're NOT Dead", a topic of much interest given the SAFD's new proposed class
on the subject.
Worn out, the workshop retired to the Old Chicago Pub for pizza, beer, cigars and the opportunity to not
watch the NBAAII Star Game, rejoining the next morning tor a second day of classes, most of which repeated so that all the participants got a chance to try every class . Other classes of note were the fun-filled
"Beginning Swashbuckling" (team taught by Benaiah Anderson and Darrell Rushton) where students
learned to be "Smarter, faster, stronger and sexier than their opponents-even while losing!", Paul Steger
taught several classes on acting the fight, including "Geez, that Hurt" and "Anger Management", Dale Girard
taught Advanced Sword and Shield with John Tovar and Michelle and Jefe taught "Ladd's Badd Case of
Rapiers." The day closed with a performance by Pauly ''The Lemur" Steger, who treated the assembled
crowd to his brand of amazing and clever Mime work. Staff adjourned to dinner at Bucco di Beppos, where
they ate and drank far too much.
The assembled parties re-assembled after Huevos Rancheros at Sam's Bar and Grille the next morning for
an amazing all day workshop on film fighting; team taught by Dale Girard, Paul Steger, and Michelle Ladd.
The students were taught a short fight, some film vocabulary and given the opportunity to rehearse on-camera and watch their work. Ladd, Girard and Steger stressed the technical and acting aspects demanded of
the medium, and all the students got a chance to try working on camera. After lunch, the three teachers
split up, each with a Teaching Assistant as a DP and an intern tor Foley Sound, rehearsed and shot their
scenes (some of which had as many as 9 camera angles) and re-grouped to watch them together. All the
participants were very pleased with what they worked on, and the workshop came to a close with the TA's
and Interns given a chance to renew several weapons, coached by Robert Westley and Geoff Kent, adjudicated by Fight Master Girard. Look for those results in the next Fight Master!
All in all, everyone who worked or took class at the Rumble in the Rockies felt satisfied they had earned an
excellent experience. The teachers in particular were very generous with each other, sharing styles, methods and pedagogy about the way to instruct students in the art of stage combat, and the students received
a huge range of classes, instructors and learning opportunities at the Rumble in the Rockies. If you haven't
made it out to Denver for this workshop, make it a point to attend. Don't make me pretend to beat you up!
Thanks to Darrell Rushton for submitting this article to the CE
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Stage Combat Workshop at LA Tech
The fourteenth annual SAFD sanctioned Stage Combat Workshop at Louisiana Tech University was a huge
success. Traditionally held on Easter Weekend and sponsored by FD / Theatre faculty member Mark "Rat"
Guinn and the Tech Theatre Players the "Crawfish Boil" as the workshop is affectionately referred to convened on the campus of Louisiana Tech in Ruston, Louisiana.
For two days, fifty students, mostly from the south east were treated to classes in everything from basic falls,
intermediate broadsword, single rapier, sword & shield, silat, double stick, whip cracking, quarterstaff, kung
fu single sword, rapier and dagger, knife fighting, competition fencing, transmogrification, body mapping and
advanced small sword techniques.
On hand to provide expert instruction together with Mr. Guinn were old vets FM Michael G. Chin, FDs k.
Jenny Jones, Bob Macdougall, Scot Mann, CTs Tiza Garland, Mike Mahaffey, Neil Massey and Paul Steger.
Also teaching were Guest Artists Ann Donahue, Don Stevens and from the British Society CT Cameron
Kendrick. As an added bonus the teaching staff was rounded out by brand new graduates of the recently
concluded 2004 Teaching Training Workshop: Jason Armit, Jacki Blakeney, Al Foote Ill, Adam Mclean and
Christina Traister.
Sunny seventy degree weather mixed with intermittent thunderstorms could not dampen the spirits of those
in attendance. The workshop ended with the customary Easter Sunday Crawfish feast. A great time was had
by all. We look forward to next year.

Ranv Recoverv Report
CT Mark "Rat" Guinn is alive and well in Louisiana! As many of you know by now, Rat had an aneurism this
past February on the eve of the Winter Wonderland Workshop in Chicago. Of course that didn't stop him
from teaching class the following morning. It soon became apparent that something serious was going on
though, and after a trip to the emergency room he was admitted to the hospital for surgery. Rat's son, Jake,
was in Chicago with him for the workshop, and on the day of the surgery his wife, Katie, and Rat's father
came into town also. It was fortunate that he was in Chicago at the time because Northwestern Memorial
Hospital is one of the best in the country for treating cerebral hemorrhages. Initially the doctors told him he
would be in the hospital for 3 weeks, but they released him after only two weeks; a testament to his strength
and desire to get out of that hospital gown (although it was quite becoming).
Recovering from brain surgery is a long and arduous path, but Rat continues to do amazingly well. He is
off all the medication at this point and although he says he still tires more quickly than he is used to, he is
getting stronger all the time. He is back at work on a limited basis teaching as much as he can. Those of
us that got to spend time with him at the Stage Combat Workshop at Louisiana Tech over Easter Weekend
were pleased to see how well he was doing, how good he looked, and how well he was healing. FD Scot
Mann thoughtfully provided Rat with a pair of baseball caps with zippers sewn in to allow the easy display
of the surgical scar!
More than anything else, Rat would like to express his appreciation to everyone in the SAFD for the outpouring of love and support that he and his family experienced during this ordeal. They are grateful for all
the cards, e-mails, gifts and phone calls from everyone checking in to see how they were doing and if there
was any way to help. He said that it has been truly overwhelming to realize how much of a family our organization is and how much the SAFD cares for and takes care of its own.

On behalf of the SAFD, I would like to say how thankful we are to see you doing so well Rat, and wish you
the speediest recovery. You have our Jove, support and well wishes.
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Regional Reports
Great Lakes

Region
llllnolil
lndfana,
Michigan,
Ohio,
\Visconsin

BvJlm
Stark

FM Richard Raether is the Artistic
Director of a new theatre company,
Artists' Ensemble; check out their
website at: b11Q://www.artistsensemble.org/. Recent credits include acting in Dinner with Friends, directing
Inspecting Carol and Children of
Eden, teaching at Southern Illinois
University and Carnegie Mellon.

I

I

FD Paul Dennhardt directed fights
for Macbeth at the Shakespeare
Theatre in September and for
Romeo and Juliet at the Folger
Theatre in December/January, both
in Washington, DC. He acted in
Independence, a feature length
independent film over the summer
on location in Nebraska (wahoo!).
He also directed movement for
Metamorphoses at ISU this past fall.
FD Robin McFarquhar's upcoming
projects include Julius Caesar on
Broadway with Denzel Washington,
Romeo and Juliet at Chicago
Shakespeare Theatre, and the premier of Lost Land at Steppenwolf
Theatre with John Malkovich. This
summer he will go back out to The
Utah
Shakespearean
Festival,
American Player's Theatre and
Summer Shakespeare at Notre
Dame.
CT Jamie Cheatham assisted at the
NCSW, Vegas, last summer, where
he taught and worked closely with
the AACW. In October he choreographed some kooky mayhem with
Milwaukee Shakespeare for their

Comedy of Errors, and recently
taught at the WWW for the first time.
He is pleased to have finally introduced some combat into the curriculum at UW Parkside, where he
heads the acting program.

they have entertained at bases in
Iceland, Norway, England, Belgium,
Netherlands, Germany, The United
Arab Emirates, Djibouti Africa, Qatar,
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kyrgistan,
Uzbekistan and Unclestan.

CT Bruce Cromer, Associate
Professor of Acting at Wright State
University, played Morgan in the
Human Race Theatre production of
THE DRAWER BOY in January/
February; in late February, he will
play Alexander in Tom Stoppard's
EVERY GOOD BOY DESERVES
FAVOUR
with
the
Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra. At the
same time, he has been directing
UNCLE VANYA at Wright State and
teaching yet another batch of hopeful Actor/Combatants. In May, he
might even get to use his own
actor/combatant skills, as George
battling Martha in WHO'S AFRAID
OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? for the
Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival.

Victoria Floro wrapped three films
last fall: Somewhere in Indiana
(www.dlsites.com/somewhere-inindiana.htm), Real Funny, and The
Dork of the Rings (www.rpstudios.
net/dorkoftherings). Somewhere in
Indiana screened before almost 600
people at the beautiful Indiana
Historical Society Theater on
December 3, 2004 and it will be distributed in the USA and Canada by
Echelon Entertainment (www.echelonent.com).
Current
projects
include the supporting role of
Margaret in the feature film, Through
a Fish Eye , now in principal photography. In addition, the short DV
Swinging Ben that she directed/produced this past October will be resurrected this spring for reshooting,
and should be completed by June
2005 ("A big THANK YOU to Jim
Stark for getting me in contact with
the wonderful people over at Asylum
Stunts and helping to make our production a safe one!") Ms. Floro also
attained a green belt in Tae Kwon Do
recently.

CT Andrew Hayes taught at the
WWW and at a workshop in Toronto
in February. At DePauw University,
he's teaching a course in Medieval
Culture and Combat (Broadsword)
and organizing a reading of a new
play featuring women combatants.
CT John Tovar has been very busy
since the last time he wrote . He cotaught a 3-weapon class with Chuck
Coyl that tested on February 27th;
he has been substituting at
Roosevelt University; he was a TA at
the Rumble in the Rockies V; and he
taught his first renewal class in R&D
at the Winter Wonderland Workshop
(all of his students passed). Finally,
John would like to thank all of the
people that made the 2005 Winter
Wonderland a huge success.
CT Spencer Humm's two-man,
comedy, swordplay show, "Hack and
Slash" has been working with Armed
Forces Entertainment to entertain
the troops with a piece called
"Operation Swashbuckle," and will
begin a fifth tour in March. So far,

Kateri Kline-Johnson just directed
stage combat for Richard Ill at
Calvin College. The director chose
to have ALL the murders staged, in
the round, with a total of 6 actors
plus a live camera feed-a very
visual production. She is currently
directing fights for THE Ladies of the
Camellias for Actors Theatre. In
April, she will start early production
work and casting for the Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival fall production of Hamlet, directing the violence for that production.
H. Russ Brown is currently in
rehearsal for his MFA thesis role,
Hotspur in HENRY IV, PART ONE
withchoreography by D.C. Wright.
He'll be choreographing violence for
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Regional Reports tcontinuet/1
ZASTROZZl:The Master of Discipline
later next month and also producing
an original short play festival in April.
His original comedy, STUD DUCKS
AND HORNY TOADS wasproduced
on the mainstage at WIU in October
and was an invited production to the
KCACTF Region Ill festival where it
was enthusiastically received. The
script is currently a finalist for the
KCACTF Mark Twain National
Playwriting Award. Most recently, he
was an intern at the highly successful
Chicago
Winter
Wonderland
Workshop and hopes to be attending
the A/AC NSCW this summer.
Mary Shen Barnidge generously
shares news here from the Moulinet
newsletter: Chuck Coyl did fights for a
show called Shakespeare Kung Fu,
Erin Carlson for The Doctor In Spite
Of Himself, and Brian LeTraunik for
Sweeney Todd last fall. Current fights
on the boards include Nick Sandys'
for Of Mice And Men and some
THRILLING quasi-Asian fights (AERIAL fights like in Crouching Tiger,
Hidden
Dragon)
by Matthew
Hawkins for Curse of The Crying
Heart. Michael Sokoloff came
through town just before Christmas
with a squad calling themselves the
Aggravated
Assault
Ensemble.
Oh,yes-and even if there aren't any
fights in the show at Tommy Gun's
Garage, two of the dancing girls and
one of the dancing boys are David
Woolley-trained and certified actor/
combatants.
A/C Glenn Proud just got done
choreographing the stage violence
for Overflow Theatre Esmeble's production of Jelly Belly, and this spring
he'll be staging violence for LiveWire
Theater Company's production of Life
is a Dream.
A/C Jordan Miller completed a NovDec run at the Hunterdon Hills
Playhouse in New Jersey as a featured soloist in A Playhouse
Christmas, and attended the Winter
Wonderland Workshop.

AA/C Regional Rep Jim Stark
returned from his first-ever sabbatical
to direct and choreograph The Royal
Hunt of the Sun at Hanover College,
including one mass battle and some
lighthearted swordplay.

Congratulations to Holly Rocke and
Eureka College for establishing the
first new three-week stage combat
workshop in our region! Contact her
at hrocke@eureka.edu for more
details on this event, which will take
place in May.
Rocky Mount.un
Region
Colo,.d'I
ldoho, MMton.,
Utoh, Wyomins

hvSandvVan
Bremen Cohen

Greetings!
The members of the Rocky Mountain
Region have been very busy over the
last few months.
Pat Casey has been studying with
Geoff Kent and will be testing in
Smallsword and R&D in March. After
that he will be preparing for David
Boushey's Stunt School (June
Session @ the U.S.A.).

rently preparing for a four week run of
Disney's Holes in which he plays Mr.
Pendanski, everyone's favorite counselor/crime boss lackey.
CT/FD Geoff Kent just completed
coordinating and teaching for the fifth
annual Rumble in the Rockies, hosted by the Denver Center Theatre
Academy. March 2005 concludes his
unarmed SPT for Denver University
as well as Rapier & Dagger and
Smallsword for the OCTA. Upcoming
spits include q-stick and unarmed for
OCTA. Geoffrey just completed fight
direction for Opera Colorado's Julius
Caesar and is staging their productions of Rigoletto (Quentin Tarratino
style) and Figaro in April. Upcoming
FD work includes the regional premiere of Bug with Curious Theatre
Company. This summer, Jefe returns
to the Colorado Shakespeare
Festival as both Fight Director and
actor.
Gia Mora will be testing in
Smallsword and R&D in March, a
nice cap to the Rumble in the
Rockies. She is currently acting and
choreographing ALEXANDER AND
THE TERRIBLE, HORRIBLE, NO
GOOD, VERY BAD DAY which opens
March 9. Once April rolls around
she'll be studying Quarterstaff and
attending workshops with Colorado
Fight Club.

CT Sandy Van Bremen Cohen
recently finished choreographing and
playing Cassius in a production of
Julius Caesar at Weber State
University.

AA/C Andrea Robertson has been
living and working in Arizona. She'll
be going to Derby Dinner Theatre in
Indiana for two months to play Louise
in Gypsy. She has also have been
training in Chung do Kwan (Tae Kwan
Do) and just tested for her second
belt.

Jayme Green recently choreographed Oklahoma! where he cunningly threw in a pitch fork sequence
between Jud and Curly. Immediately
following the run of Oklahoma!,
Jayme landed the role of Miles in the
Canadian written The Drawer Boy,
which has been dubbed a "new classic" by Time magazine. He is cur-

Jakob Tice just finished choreographing the fight scenes for Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers in Provo's
Center Street Musical Theatre where
he was cast as Luke. His next project
will be as a Co-Fight Choreographer
for Brigham Young University's production of Holes, where he'll be playing Mr. Pendanski.

June 19 - July· 8, 2005

July 31 - August 20, 2005

SAFD and

SAFD and

North Carolina School of the Arts

North Carolina School of the Arts

For more information: (336) 734-2834
or stage_combat@ncarts.edu
To Register: (336) 770-3290
or admissions@ncarts.edu
www.safd.org

For more information:
NYFGTDIRCTR@aol.com
To Register: (973) 748-5697

The Fight Directors and Actors
Ensemble Workshops (7/31 - 8/20)
The. Fight Directors and Actors Ensemble
Workshops will deal with the business of
training fight directors, directors and actors
for stage fights from all styles and periods in
history. Brawls, battles, duels, and domestic
violence from the world of theatre form our
exercises. From Shakespeare to Shepard,
we work to feed the artist inside you!

Summer Session: Introduction to
Stage Combat (SSISC)
The SSISC, the newest of the SAFD National
Workshops, offers both high school and
college courses in the eight basic disciplines
recognized by the Society of American Fight
Directors. The Summer Session: Introduction
to Stage Combat will physically and mentally
challenge an aspiring actor, dancer, director,
stage manager, teacher or choreographer,
and safely introduce him or her to the exciting
and explosive aspect of the actor's craft theatrical violence. This program offers
classes for both college and high school
students who wish to explore this exciting and
intriguing aspect of the actor's craft, are over
15, and have completed 9th grade. College
and High School credit is available to all
attending students.

The Action Film Workshop

(8/7 - 8/20)

This is a new, two-week workshop, providing
training in film/TV fighting, acting, and second
unit directing/stunt coordinating. This is not a
stunt school but designed for the actor/
director who wants to take the next step in
film experience. Students will work in a variety of action film styles, shooting on location,
and in studios with digital video equipment.
You will walk away from this workshop with an
edited DVD reel of your work!

Jul·y 11-29, 2005
SAFD and University of Nevada-Las Vegas College of Fine Arts, Department of Theatre
For more information: Linda McCollfm at (702) 895-3662 or www.safd.org

Actor/Combatandworkshop (ACW)
Train in the foundation skills of stage combat. World-class industry professionals teach techniques in Rapier and Dagger, Unarmed and Broadsword. Additionally, participants will receive an introduction to Quarterstaff,
film fighting, and other weapon styles. Participants may opt to take an adjudicated Skills Proficiency Test at the end of the workshop.

Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop (AACW)
Head Instructor: Chuck Coyl

Other Instructors: Michael G. Chin, Drew Fracher, Richard Ryan, David Woolley

Not for the "weak of skill," this intense workshop offers Advanced Actor/Fighters the opportunity to challenge and hone their existing skills at a highly sophisticated level. Working with a small group of similarly gifted
students, participants will study many advanced weapon styles and techniques, exploring both their mechanical and theatrical application. The AACW staff will assess the skill level and specific needs of the students
and will determine the specific SPT renewals and skills tests to be offered.
Applying to the Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop, candidate must supply the following:
1. Letter of Intent; 2. Proof of training, proficiency in 6 of the 8 testing weapons recognized by the SAFD or equivalent. Include photocopies of current certificates; 3. Headshot (or Picture) and acting resume;
4. Complete stage combat resume including instructors, training, performance, fight captain duties, etc.; 5. Optional supporting documents: Letters of recommendation, video or DVD of stage combat skills, etc.
*Please note AACW space is limited. The deadline for applications is May 1, 2005. Review and selection of AACW students will begin at that time. Applications received after the deadline will be considered only if space is still available in the workshop.

Mail completed application packets to:
Linda McCollum • Department of Theatre Arts• University of Nevada, Las Vegas• 4505 South Maryland Parkway• Las Vegas, NV 89154-5044
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Governing Bodv Report
My first three months as secretary have
been "interesting" to say the least. The
GB has been very busy in discussion on a
myriad of ideas that the membership-atlarge should know about. We've had a few
topics that I'd like to share with the membership-at-large so far.
Minutes from the Fight Master Retreat:
The minutes to this meeting were covered in a previous
edition of The Cutting Edge. So far, some discussion has
ensued in the GB on some of the suggestions from the
College of Fight Masters but nothing has been proposed
or adopted .
Eureka College Stage Combat Workshop:
One of our thorniest discussions so far has been on the
subject of workshop sanctioning; and specifically, sanctioning regional workshops offering full (30 hour) SPTs.
Such is the case of the stage combat workshop offered at
Eureka College this May (see www.eureka.edu for more
details), which was offering three 30-hour SPT courses
over three weeks.
According to our P&P section 6.08, "the SAFD will not
sanction a regional workshop offering the Skills
Proficiency Test that is scheduled on the same dates, or
that takes place within four weeks before or after, any
NSCW event." Since this workshop falls within the four
week window from the SSISC, official SAFD sanctioning
was not available for the workshop at this time.
The main concern stems from P&P section 2.01, Section
1. Under this section, an SPT may not be offered "within
four weeks on either side of the NSCW without express
written consent of the Governing Body." Under our P&P,
the SPTs that Eureka are offering fall within that four week
window.
In discussion , the GB examined the Eureka College workshop's curriculum and found it to be "remarkably similar"
to the Actor/Combatant Workshop at the NSCW. This
caused concern on the GB that the workshop was meant
to undercut the Vegas NSCW, offering a similar "ACW
program" at a significantly discounted rate. In discussions
with our constituency, the Vegas NSCW had been discussed as one of our "flagship" workshops, one that
deserves protection.
To Eureka's credit, their purpose is very different. They
are offering the workshop to cover two important demographics that in the past the SAFD has not been able to
accommodate; a. those unable or unwilling to train in
Vegas but would still prefer an accelerated stage combat
program; and b. those actors who are unable to train in
July because of summer repertory contracts and/or other
summer conflicts. Eureka College made news for itself in
February of 2004 by slashing its tuition prices by 30%.

I

II

In discussion, at the 11 th hour a compromise was reached
for 2005 between the SAFD and Eureka College. The
College will hold its workshop, and still train students in 3
SAFD disciplines. However, they will only test the students in 2 weapons and will limit the enrollment for 2005
to 16 students. This will allow the workshop to go on as
planned, and the students to get the training that they
have paid for. The GB and the SAFD have a chance to
evaluate the effect Eureka will have on the NSCW, at a
moderate financial risk to us and our NSCW. Finally, it
preserves the "ACW workshop" as the cornerstone of our
NSCW success and notoriety. As an additional provision,
we granted the Eureka Workshop access to our email lists
so it may have every opportunity to fill their workshop and
operate successfully.
This decision was not reached lightly or easily, and is
probably not the best solution for lasting success. It was
reached with the understanding that we would re-evaluate
this decision at the conclusion of the workshops, and look
into process improvement for ALL SAFD offerings. Eureka
has exposed weaknesses within the way we support our
members and our organization, and we owe it to ALL
members, from Fight Master to Friend, to come to an
equitable solution for the good of the SAFD.
Staffing the 2005 NSCW-Las Vegas:
In the past, there have been perceptions of favoritism in
regards to hiring Certified Teachers and Fight Directors to
assist the Fight Masters at the NSCW in Las Vegas each
July. The GB was concerned that eligible CTs and FDs
were not applying for Vegas because of these perceptions. A vicious cycle was perceived and needed to be
eliminated.
The GB was also concerned with making sure our senior
CTs and FDs who had been "out in the field" for an
extended period of time had the opportunity to staff the
NSCW, and thereby keep their own education current and
keep the SAFD more communicative and open as a society as a whole.
A Staffing Committee was created this spring by President
Chuck Coyl to help address this problem. The charter is
as follows:
The President of the SAFD hereby creates this
committee for the purposes of reviewing current
hiring practices, suggesting changes and
improvements to those practices, and implementing said practices.
The committee is additionally charged with:
1. Defining its role in the hiring process, i.e. will
it be an advisory body or will it do the actual hiring?
2. Defining what SAFD officers should comprise
the committee.
3. Creating a prioritized list of qualifications to be
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used in selecting applicants for NSCW work positions.
4. Creating a methodology for implementing new hiring procedures.
The committee is charged with addressing these issues and reporting
back to the SAFD Governing Body with definitions and a proposed
course of action by August 31, 2005.
Until the committee has made its report the committee will consist of:
The current SAFD President - Chair
FM Representative.
FD Representative.
CT Representative.
AC Representative.
The current NSCW Coordinator
The current SAFD Vice President
As of press time, this year's process is currently being voted on. For the 4 TA
slots available in 2005, the current proposal favors choosing two new CTs
(class of 2004) and two experienced CT/FDs. If the vote passes, and the proposal is a success, a version of it will be strongly suggested to the SSISC and
the FDW.
Obviously, there's a lot of information here, and a lot of important decisions
were made, and not without duress and discussion. If you don't agree with
what was done, or if you do, let me or the GB know. You can contact me directly at secretary@safd.org, or through your member rep as well.
Respectfully,
Mike Mahaffey
Secretary, SAFD

Upcoming
SPT's/SPR's
Tallahassee, FL:
What: R&D, Unarmed
When: Late April/Early May
Where: Florida State University
Adjudicator: TBA
CT's: Paul Steger & Ian Borden
Contact: Paul Steger
psteger@mailer.fsu.edu

Coral Gables, FL:
What: R&D, Unarmed
When: May 7th, 2005
Where: University of Miami
Adjudicator: TBA
CT and Contact: Bruce Lecure
BLecure@miami.edu

Seattle, WA:
What: BS, R&D, Unarmed
When: Saturday, May 7th, 2005
Where: Raisbeck Hall (The Log Cabin),
Cornish College of the Arts, Seattle
Adjudicator: TBA
CT and Contact: Robert MacDougall
Clanrdmacd@aol .com
*There will be an "open to the public"
showing of tests Friday, May 6 @ 4pm
in Raisbeck.

Worth the Investment:
Workshop Training Home and Abroad
I have had numerous email conversations with Boston located Robert
Najarian about creating regional
workshops. We agreed that the best
research you can do is to attend other
workshops, including (if not especially) outside of the SAFD. When committing your time, money and
resources to a venture like a workshop, it is important to know why you
want to make such an investment; to
what end? Workshops attract a broad
spectrum of participants, an interesting mix of instructor and assistants,
and are each as unique as individuals
based on location, climate, facilities, etc. You are provided with an
instant polling base as to why people
are there, what they love about the
work, what they are looking for still.

So when Robert recently emailed
about his latest experiences, I asked
him if he would be willing to share
some of his thoughts and observations. This is what he wrote back.
-Deb Fialkow, CE Co-Editor
Pursuing stage combat in the
Northeast is a funny endeavor. There
is a modest cadre of A/Cs up here,
even fewer CTs. Staying sharp on
skills is tough enough with trying to
land a gig where we can sling steel or
fling fisticuffs. Sometimes getting to a
regional workshop is an even trickier
prospect. Depending on where you
live in the US, attending these workshops becomes not just a matter of
"Can I afford the time?" but "Can I
afford a weekend of expenses includ-

ing a workshop fee, travel and
accommodations?"
I was lucky
enough to make it to the Winter
Wonderland Workshop for the 2nd
time this past February. Workshops,
especially big, well-run ones like
Wonderland are great not just for
sharpening stage combat skills but
also for getting the 411 on what stage
combat is like across the country, and
even across the Atlantic.
While at the WWW, I met two
great fellows from the British
Academy of Stage and Screen
Combatants, Roger Bartlett and
Jonathan Leverett who, over a few
pints, mentioned what great hosts us
Yanks had been and how they would
like to return the favor. It so happened that their organization was
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holding a workshop in March called
"The Empire". It clicked in my head
that I hadn't been to England in some
time and I was due for a visit. Also,
after having attended a stage combat
workshop in Australia last summer
(Paddy in OZ organized by the
International Order of the Sword and
Pen and Washington, DC CT Brad
Waller) I had become more and more
intrigued by the variety of approaches
to and practices of stage combat outside of the SAFD. So I found myself
on a plane a month later heading off
to London. I luckily overcame the
ubiquitous financial concerns by 1)
booking a cheap flight as early as
possible 2) taking advantage of the
good graces of the BASSC who
offered me a discount through my
SAFD membership and early registration and 3) staying with friends
instead of wasting the quid on a
cramped Victorian-style equivalent of
the Super 8.
The Empire had a boutique
atmosphere to it - about 12 students
taking the same 6 classes all weekend in a rec center gymnasium in the
north of London. As I discovered, the
students were not just Brits, but mostly foreigners like myself: Americans
studying in London, Canadians working as actors in town, and Australians
looking to pass the time between
securing a UK visa. The classes
seemed pretty standard fare when I
read the itinerary for the first day:
Knife, Hollywood Swashbuckling, and
R&D. While the listings seemed common, the classes were taught particularly well.
Knife by Ian Prater,
Swashbuckling BASSC President
(and SAFD International Rep) Bret
Yount, and R&D by Chris Main. I was
impressed by the high degree of
teaching effectiveness demonstrated
by each instructor, mingled with a
particular brand of humour reminiscent of Benny Hill.
In Bret's
Swashbuckling class, we got the particular treat of being able to film a
pirate ship sequence and play it back
instantly on his computer - something
I had never had the opportunity to do
or see before. The second day, the

classes got a bit more unusual: Art of
the Draw with Cameron, Smallsword
with Jonathan, and Understanding
Kata with Roger. The Art of the Draw
class was a fantastic examination of
the little practiced act of drawing a
weapon to start a fight on stage and
the even less practiced act of resheathing the sword. I had taken an
Aikido draw class at the Rumble in
the Rockies a year ago, which was
fantastic, however this class was
more tailored to the rapier and I found
it slightly easier since I have more
experience with rapier than katana or
Tai Chi. Smallsword was a neat surprise. The English seem to have a
way with smallsword, a suppleness
and ease that I seldom see in
smallsword work in the US. Finally,
the Kata class was a wonderful introduction to martial arts Kata with which
some stage combatants might not be
familiar. The focus of the Kata class
was understanding the practical martial application whatever move we
happened to be performing - a point
at which the actor's intention sometimes gets lost when executing stage
combat during a show.
After a great weekend in
London, I decided to pop over to
France for a few days to see Paris for
the first time. While there, I was put
in touch with a Michael Hewer who
organizes a group of historical fighters called Jeux d'Epees in lvry-surSiene. From my friend's apartment in
the north of Paris, it took me about an
hour and a half of metro, commuter
rail, and hoofing to get to their work
space at a public stadium with a work
room for fencing. I had my friend
(who, just my luck, is fluent in French)
call in advance and let them know I
was coming .
However, when I
arrived, and tried out my 3rd grade
French on Michael's colleague
Philippe Penguy, I found out that
these lads spoke as much English as
I did French. As it happens, however,
it didn't matter one bit. Everyone
there was most hospitable and greeted me warmly and somewhat comically with their best attempt at an
American "Hello" which made them

all sound like they were from Texas.
I was a bit concerned that I'd be totally lost, but after a few moments, I
realized that they were going through
the same paces of just about any
fight class. The focus was on R&D,
and lucky for me I remembered how
to count in French (parry Prime is still
parry Prime wherever you go I
guess) , so I was able to physically follow the class without many hitches.
They had some impressive ideas
about disarms, using one weapon as
a fulcrum and the other as the lever,
which made for great pictures on
stage. Also, like the English, the
French have a great ease and suppleness, but in addition seem to have
a penchant for flash and Za! They
like to throw in the moulinets and posture in exotic wards. Real fun to
watch. More fun to do with the fellas
there - they all performed their
sequences having such fun and with
a lot of good humour - an experience
(one of many) that has made me a
fan of the French.
Studying in different countries has started to give me a new
perspective on my trainin g, techniques, teaching, and overall philosophy with stage combat. I've been
lucky enough to take advantage of
these overseas connections, but they
certainly wouldn't have been possible
without my SAFD connections here at
home. Opportunities abound to make
new friends and approach familiar
techniques from a new perspective.
Anyone looking to continue their
training beyond their region or even
this country should be encouraged to
know that the excitement of stage
combat is as infectious abroad as it is
here.
Many thanks to Rob Najarian for contributing to the CE.
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Upcoming Workshops
"MORE PLEASE!"
MEMORIAL
DAY
WEEKEND

Instructors:
CT Angela Bonacasa
CT Bob Berwick
FM Dale Girard
CT Robert Westley
FD Geoff "Jefe" Kent (Sunday only)
Coordinated and Staffed by
Seattle Stage Combat

MAY
28TH &29TH
2005 Workshop Fee:

~100 per day
Professional: ~85 per day
(SAFD, TPS, AEA, SAG, AFTRA,
AGMA, AG.VA members)
Student: ~75 (must present ID)
Additional Traveller's Discount:
so/a per 1000 miles travelled
~2.5 per day deposit to reserve a space
Participants must be over 18

More Classes:
Classes:
Fighting Funny, Less is More,
Single Sword with a Touch of China,
COME TO THE SECOND ANNUAL
Pool Noodle Showdown,
Fighting Wild-Broadsword,
River Sticks, Running Into Things,
LuckoftheDraw, FistsofFury
J...:..J-\._
Feet of Flames, Im prov Choreo,
Dancing the Fight, Catch'em
Knapping in Unusual Places
Hosted by
Lift'em Toss'em Drag'em,
...and the "4 Dummies" series
the University of Washington School of Drama
Grappling Locks and Holds,
returns (Stage Combat for
Pool Noodle Mass Battles,
FOR
MORE
INFORMATION:
Absolute Beginners)!
Knife vs. Unarmed,
EMAIL: DFIALKOW@COMCAST.NET
And wait, there's MORE!
Swash in' the Musical Buckle,
LMT Kay Rynerson will
WEB: SEATTLESTAG ECOMBAT.COM
Fighting Without A Face,
Cowboy Gun Spinn in' & Trickin',
PHONE: (206) 781-8348 PACIFIC TIME close the day Saturday with a
Thai Massage Cool Down!
Romancing the Floor....
NW Regional Meeting to be held Sat. eve - contact nwregrep@safd.org

S~ A'TTLE SOCK.EYE

North Carolina School of the Arts

Summer Session in Stage Combat
Three-Week Intensive: June 20 - July 8, 2005
Offering both High School and College Courses in the "eight" basic fight
disciplines recognized by the Society of American Fight Directors.

For more Information: (336) 734-2834
or stage_combat@ncarts.edu
To Register: (336) 770-3290 or admissions@ncarts.edu
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Upcoming Workshops
NSCW - Las Vegas
"The Original"
National Stage Combat Workshop
July 11-29, 2005
Actor/Combatant Workshop $1495
Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop $1595
For more information, please check the www.safd.org/NSCW url
or e-mail NSCW Coordinator@safd.org

Announcing the Fight Director's Workshop 2005
July 31st -August 20th, 2005
Now at North Carolina School of the Arts
The National Fight Directors Work hop - July 31 to Aug 12
The Actors Ensemble Worksh p - July 31 to Aug. 12
The Action Film Workshop - August 7 to August 20
FACULTY
Richard Ryan - Fight Master, SAFD, BASSC
A. C. Weary - Film Maker/Television Director - D.G.A.
k. Jenny Jones - Certified Teacher/Fight Director, SAFD

J. Allen Suddeth - Fight Master, SAFD
Dale Anthony Girard - Fight Master, SAFD, FDC
Mark Olsen - Certified Teacher, SAFD

TUITION
Fight Directors Workshop (2 weeks)
Fight Directors and directors
Actors

$1,100 plus housing
$ 900 plus housing

Action Film Workshop (2 weeks)
Fight Directors, directors, camera ops, LD's
Actors

$1,200 plus housing
$ 900 plus housing

Both FDW, and week 3 of AFW (3 weeks total)
Actors all three weeks
Housing

$1,800 plus housing
$1,400 plus housing
$30.00/day

DJSCOUNTS
All SAFD & BASSC membership discounts apply, in other words, 10% off tuition!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, INCLUDING QUALIFICATIONS AND PRE-REQUISITES, CONTACT:
J. Allen Suddeth - 131 Linden Avenue - Glen Ridge, NJ 07028-2104
E-mail: NYFGTDIRCTR@AOL.COM
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SAFD Membership APPiication/Annuai Dues Form
Please complete the entire form. In order for the SAFD to maintain accurate records, it is important that all of your information in
our database be current. You can either send in your payment with this form, or you may pay online with a credit card at
www.safd.org.
Reasons to join the SAFD:
- Subscription to The Fight Master, a journal published twice yearly
- Subscription to The Cutting Edge, our newsletter published bi-monthly
- Access to back issues of both publications and online discussions in the members only section at www.safd.org
(f;P Discounts to national and regional stage combat workshops
"'" The right to vote for members of the Executive Committee and Governing Body
(f;P And much, much more ...

Status (Circle one):

New Member

Current Renewing Member

Lapsed Renewing Member

Gift*

•11 giving a membership as a gift, please print your name here
Please fill in the information for the gift receiver below.

Amount Enclosed ($35.00/year USA, $40.00/year Outside US~) $

.00 Check#

General Information
Membership Level (circle one):

Name (First, Ml, Last)

Oraanization Friend Actor Combatant Advanced Actor
Combatant, Certified Teacher, Fight Director

Address (Permanent):
Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Work Phone:

Fax Number:

Voicemail :

Pager:

E-mail Address(es):
Union Affiliations (SAG, AEA, etc.):

Website:
University (name/address):
Employer (name/address) :
Publications should be mailed to (please circle one) :

Permanent

University

Work

I am interested in getting involved (circle any that apply):
Material Donations - Merchandise - Grant Writing - Publicity/Promotion - Data Entry - Publications - All

Current Skills Proficiency Test Results (Please list most recent SPT for each weapon)

WEAPON

MonthNear

Instructor

Adjudicator

Broadsword
Knife
Quarterstaff
Rapier & Dagger
Single Sword
Small Sword
Sword & Shield
Unarmed

Photocopy & Mail with payment to:

SAFD
1350 East Flamingo Road #25, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
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The 2005 Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Scholarship: And the winner is...

... From the Executive Director
Spotlight On ... Michael G. Chin
Rumble & LA Tech Workshop Reports
Governing Body Report
Regional Reports
Upcoming SPT's, SPR's & Workshops
The Cutting &lge is a publication of the SAFD.
The views expressed in this newsletter do not
necessarily represent the views of the organization.

cunJno ldaa Qaa11nnas tor fVture 1s.s11.01:
~

Mater;at Pue Date

July/August 2005:

May 1, 2005

September/October 2005:

July 1, 2005

November/December 2005:

September 1, 2005

January/February 2006:

November 1, 2005

March/April 2006:

January 1, 2006

May/June 2006:

March 1, 2006

This year, we had seven EXTREMELY qualified applicants for the
2005 Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Scholarship, and this was a particularly
hard decision for the Governing Body this year. The competition was
stronger than ever, and each applicant was more than deserving and
given ~avy consideration . This year, we truly regretted having only
1 scholarship to award this year, and each of us on the Governing
Body wished that there were at least three to give away to so many
qualified applicants. Each applicant was an experienced actor/combatant, and each one contributes something unique to the Society of
American Fight Directors. We are very thankful to have such amazing personalities and talents in our organization.
By the narrowest of margins , Jessica Dunne is the winner of this
year's Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Scholarship . Currently living in
Chicago, IL, this self-professed "girl in pigtails" has been an active
and enthusiastic member of the SAFD for the past two years and has
studied steadily at Roosevelt University, The Actor's Gymnasium and
The lnternqtional Stunt School in Seattle, Washington.
A sincere ,thanks goes to all applicants who applied this year, and I
hope that you will all continue to study stage combat and contribute
to our collective art form . Congratulations to all!

R11a1ona1 Reoon Schedule and oea1111nes rer 2005:
Jan/Feb, July/Aug Editions include PacWest, SE, EC, NE

(deadlines Nov 1 and May 1 respectively)

!-lil>"'rnra,<.►..

Mar/Apr, Sept/Oct Editions include lnt'I, NW, SW

l

(deadlines Jan 1 and July 1 respectively)

i~

May/June, Nov/Dec Editions include MA, RM, GL

(deadlines March 1 and Sept 1 respectively)

SAFD
1350 E. Flamingo Road, #25
Las Vegas, NV 89119
(800) 659-6579
www.SAFD.org
Co-Editors:

Deb Fialkow
John Tovar

Advisor:

Mike Mahaffey

Send all submissions, comments and questions to:
cutLingcdgc@sH[d .org

Submissions for the
Julv/August issue
are due Mav 1s11
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